INDICATORS OF SUSPICIOUS
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS
client’s behavior during
communication and
providing information to
the bank is strange and
suspicious

the client provides
incomplete or inaccurate
information about its
activities

Indicators
related to the
client’s activity
or behavior
the client does not know
the essence of financial
operations carried out on
its account

the client cannot clearly
explain the nature of its
activity and is nervous
for no apparent reason

the client overemphasizes that the
financial operation is not related to
illegal activity, insists on conducting
the operation immediately or canceling
it immediately after the bank's request
for clarification

regular transfer of funds
by the client to the
accounts of individuals
(employees)
mismatch between the
volumes of financial
operations and the
current activity of the
client

accumulation of large
number of small
payments and
subsequent withdrawal
of all the funds

the large number of
transit operations on the
account

Indicators
related to the
client's
financial
operations
carrying out cyclical
operations for the same
(approximately the same)
amount

regular transfers from abroad
and / or transfers of funds
abroad, the purpose of which
is not obvious and has an
unusual character

INDICATORS OF SUSPICIOUS
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS
► buying or selling securities in the
absence of obvious economic benefits

► ungrounded repayment of loans by
third parties

► if the financial transaction is carried out
for a significant amount of purchase and
sale of illiquid securities, the market price
of which cannot be defined

► unclear sources of funds for repayment
of the loan

► significant increase in the client's
securities portfolio in the short term

► repayment of a long-term loan in an
unusually short time, or if the collateral
for the loan is the assets of third parties
that are not related to the borrower

► regular / cyclical purchase of securities
by individuals and their subsequent sale
at a price that is higher than the purchase
price

Transactions
with securities and
other financial
instruments

Credits
and loans

Indicators for
different types
of products
(services)
Cash
operations

► regular operations for the
purchase, sale or conversion
of foreign currency in
significant amounts
► frequent withdrawals of large
amounts for further cash
settlements without
documentary evidence
► carrying out cash financial
operations in such a way as to
evade of the requirements of
the permitted restrictions

Trade
financing

Online
services

► clients use the same IPaddresses to Internet
banking access
► the client's online
banking is used by a third
party, which, for example,
is located outside
Ukraine, while the bank
has an opposite
information

► significant overstatement or
understatement of prices for
goods and services
► lack of economic sense in
terms of import / export of
goods under a foreign
economic trade contract
► distortion of data on the
quantity and type of imported
or exported goods under a
foreign trade contract

